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Clean Plate Challenge  
– An Initiative of the DSKL 
Student Council

By Ainara Zander

Level up your German! 

Students from DSKL showing their clean plates. Well done, girls!

I n the West, around 4.4 million tonnes of food products are 
discarded each year. This amount of food would be sufficient to 
feed 8 million people a year. Recently, the student representatives 

of the German School Kuala Lumpur (DSKL), decided to act on this. 
The school’s management had alerted the students to the “Clean 

Plate Challenge” project and they were determined to run the 
campaign at DSKL for a week in mid-October 2018. The “Clean Plate 
Challenge” initiative aims at reducing wastage of food at schools by 
raising awareness amongst members of the school community. 

A number of students got down to work immediately. They 
weighed the food that has been discarded every day for one week. 
The results were staggering: food waste from four lunches would 
have been sufficient to prepare meals for 60 persons. Posters were 
created to present these findings. 

On the following Monday, everyone completely cleared their 
plates during lunch break, and the amount of wastage was halved 
from 6kg to 3kg. 

Students and teachers eagerly took part in this project, thus 
significantly reducing food wastage. A number of students even 
proposed to remove the trash bin, in order to entirely avoid 
discarding food.  

Finally, on the last day of the campaign, a count was made on the 
empty plates after lunch. The outcome was spectacular: 83.3% of 
150 students completely finished the food on their plates. 

The objective of this campaign was to raise awareness in 
school about the amount of food products that is unnecessarily 
discarded every day and how easy it is to avoid food wastage. 
Through this campaign, it is also hoped that everyone is now 
encouraged to implement zero food wastage in school and also  
at home. 

P lanning to study in Germany or want to boost your career 
opportunities in a German company? Or maybe you would 
like to pick up a new language just for fun? Goethe Institute  

has the right course for you, from the beginner’s level A1 up to 
advanced C1.1, including TestDaF preparation.  

It’s your choice:

If your schedule does not allow you 
to commit to regular class schedules, 
contact Goethe Institut for custom-made 
courses or online classes. 

Email: info-kl@goethe.de   
Tel: 03-21617867
goethe.de/malaysia 
facebook.com/goetheinstitut.malaysia

5 TIMES A WEEK
Go full immersion in our Superintensive 
Courses five times a week, if you plan 
to study in Germany or need to progress 
as quickly as possible. Monthly intakes 
available.

TWICE A WEEK
Learn stress-free twice a week in compact 
10-week Evening Courses. You may opt 
between our KL or PJ branch. Ideal for 
professionals. 

WEEKEND CLASSES
Or study on weekends and join our classes 
on Saturday morning. Intakes twice a year in 
January and July. 
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